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INEQUALITIES FOR SOME MAXIMAL FUNCTIONS. II
M. COWLING AND G. MAUCERI
ABSTRACT. Let S be a smooth compact hypersurface in Rn, and let (jbea
measure on S, absolutely continuous with respect to surface measure. For t in
R+, fit denotes the dilate of p by t, normalised to have the same total variation
as p.: for / in S(Rn), p.*f denotes the maximal function supt>0 \pt * f\- We
seek conditions on p which guarantee that the a priori estimate

Hm#/IIp<ci/||p,

feS(Rn),

holds; this estimate entails that the sublinear operator /¿* extends to a bounded operator on the Lebesgue space Lp(Rn).
Our methods generalise E. M.
Stein's treatment of the "spherical maximal function" [5]: a study of "Riesz
operators", g-functions, and analytic families of measures reduces the problem
to that of obtaining decay estimates for the Fourier transform of p.. These
depend on the geometry of S and the relation between p. and surface measure
on S. In particular, we find that there are natural geometric maximal operators
limited on Lp(Rn) if and only if p € (<?,oo]; q is some number in (1, eo), and
may be greater than 2. This answers a question of S. Wainger posed by Stein
[«]■

0. Notation
and contents.
The following notation will be used: the Fourier
transform / of a function / on Rn is given by

/(0 = /

dxf(x)e~2^x,

£eRn.

By B(x, r) we mean the open ball of radius r and centre x. The unit sphere in Rn
is 5n_1; we often use polar coordinates p and a, with p in [0, oo) and o in Sn~1.
By expressions like C, Cp, Ck%u,etc., we denote various constants, which may vary
from line to line, and which depend on p, k and R, and so on. These constants will
normally

also depend

on other

parameters,

like n, the dimension

of the ambient

space, but we do not mention this dependence explicitly.

Given / in S(Rn), we denote by 6tf and Dtf the dilates:

6tf(x) = t-nf(t-lx),
Dtf(x) = f(tx),

t G R+, x G Rn,
t G R+, xG Rn.

These are related by the Fourier transform

(6tf)~ = Dtf.

For a distribution

<pm

S'(Rn), define 6tcpand Dt<pby duality:

(6t<p,f)= (<P,Dtf), tcR+, fGS(Rn),
(Dt<p,f)= (<p,6tf), tcR+, fGS(Rn).
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For f in S and <pin S', the maximal function <p*f is defined thus:

<P#f= sup{\6t(P*f\:tcR+}.
In §§1-3 of this paper, we treat the theory of maximal functions associated to
measures supported by surfaces; roughly speaking, the three sections contain the
cases p — 2, 1 < p < 2, and p > 2. §4 contains a family of examples; the estimation
of the Fourier transforms in §4 requires many applications of van der Corput's
lemma. We have grouped these together in an Appendix.
This work was announced in 1980 by the first-named author [1]. Related work
has been presented by A. Greenleaf [3], and can be found in the recent preprint of
C. D. Sogge and E. M. Stein [4], which arrived while this paper was being typed.

1. The L2-theory.
In this section, we prove that the maximal operator <p#
is L2-bounded for a compactly supported distribution <pwhose Fourier transform
vanishes fast enough at infinity. The proof hinges on a study of "Riesz operators",
introduced below, and a g-function argument. In particular, Lemma 2 examines
the effect of Riesz operators on Fourier transform decay and Lemma 3 studies
their composition. The techniques of Lemma 2 come from the theory of fractional
differentiation, and were well known to the experts.
Lemma 3 involves a real
variable argument which is simpler than some other approaches, which superficially
invoke properties of Bessel functions (e.g. Stein [5]). Finally, Theorem 1 is based
on the work of Stein (see also Stein and Wainger [7]).
Our first result, a preliminary lemma, is standard.

LEMMA 1.1. Let <pbe a distribution supported in B(0,R).

Suppose that, for

some a in R,

[4>(Po-)\<(l+p)a,
Then <p is C°°, and further,

o-GSn-\

PGR+.

for all k in N, there are constants

\dk/dpk4>(p*)\ < cfc,H(i + P)a,

o g Sn~\

Ck,R such that

p g R+.

PROOF. It is well known that <pis real analytic, so </>is certainly G°°. Next, if h
in S(R) agrees with the function t —->
(—2Trit)k on a neighborhood of [—R, R[, then

dk/dpkj>(po)=

[ drh(p-r)$(ro),

Jr

from which the lemma follows. D
Now we define the Riesz operators:
C, with Re(a) > 0 and / in S(Rn),

later we study their properties.

Ra,zf(x) = 2T(z)~1f dtta~l(l - t2y-Htf(x),
Jo

For a, z in

we define Ra,zf as follows: if Re(z) > 0, then

x G Rn.

This integral converges absolutely, and Ra,zf is integrable and rapidly decreasing.
For fixed a and x, z —yRa,zf(x) continues analytically into C. Indeed, if x = 0,
6tf(x) is constant, and the claim is clear. Otherwise, t —+6tf(x) vanishes rapidly
as í —y0+ and is C°°, so admits a Taylor expansion about 1 of arbitrary order.
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Then for any M in N,
2T(z)~l

rl

Jo

dtta-1(l-t2)z~16tf(x)

= 2r(¿)-1 fldtf-1(\-ti)*-i(

Y,am(l-t)m

J0

+ RM(t)),

Vm=0

/

where the remainder Riuit) is bounded and satisfies Rm^) = 0((1 - t)M). Our
integral breaks into the sum of M ß-like integrals, whose poles are annihilated by
the factor T(z)~x, and an integral involving the remainder which continues into the
region Re(z) > -M. The analytic continuation follows by the arbitrary size of M.
By this same argument, it is clear that Ra,zf is G°° away from 0 and is differentiable at 0 to any preassigned order, provided that a is large enough.

Note that Raßf = f.
Clearly, if Re(z) > 0, then

(Ra.zfnC) = 2r(z)-x / dtta'l(l - ey^DJtt),

i G R";

./o

this continues analytically in z for similar reasons.
If 0 is a compactly supported distribution on Rn, then we may define Ra,z(p by

duality: for / in S(Rn),

(Ra,z<P,f)= 2T(z)-1 / dtta-l(l-t2y-l(<P,Dtf),
Jo
or equivalently,

(Ra,z<PJ) = (4>,Ra,zf).
Our next lemma shows that, if Re(z) < 0, Ra,z is like a pseudodifferential
ator of order z.

oper-

LEMMA 1.2. Suppose that <f>in S'(R") is supported in B(0,R), and that for
some a inR,
\$(pff)\ < C(l + p)a,
Then Ra,z<P is in S'(Rn)

a G Sn~\

p G R+.

and is supported in B(0,R).

Further,

ifRe(a)

+ a > 0

and if £ > 0, then
\(Ra,z4>np*)\ < C(l + p)a+m,

a G Sn~\

p G R+,

where m = max(0, —Re(z)) + £.

PROOF. The support of Ra,z<P is obviously contained
a G S"1-1 and p > 1, then

(Ra^4>T(pa)= 2r(2)-11 J

dtta-\l

in 5(0, R).

Further,

if

- t2)z-^(tpa)
+ [

Jl/2p

dtta-l(l-t2y-l4>(tpo)\.

J
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The first integral is bounded by
rl/2p
Cz,a

dt\ta-1[

= 0(p-Re^);

Jo
the second integral is easy if Re(z) > 0 and is treated by complex interpolation

otherwise. If Re(z) > £ > 0, then

f

dtta-1(l-t2y-1$(tpa)

Jl/2p
<c

[

d*|t—1|(i-t2y-\tp)a<ca,ePc

Jl/2p
l/2p

Moreover, by the Mean Value Theorem

(1.1)

ktpo) = 4>ÍP°)- (1 - t2)9(t),

where (1 + t)9(t) = d/ds(p(spo-), for some s (depending measurably on t) between
t and 1. Hence, if Re(z) > 6 — 1, then because |0(i)| < Cp(tp)a by Lemma 1, we

have

dt^-'ii-t'y-^itpo-)
Jl/2p

<\f

dtta-1(i-t2y-1

\Jl/2p

< ca,z(i + pT + ca f

\<Kp°)\
+ Jl/2p

dí*a-1(l-*2)arfl(í)

dt\ta~l[(i - tiY-ip(tp)a

Jl/2p
<ca,Zia(i

+ p)a+1-

The constants involved grow at most exponentially

in |z|, so complex interpolation

shows that if —1 < Re(z) < 0, then
\RaJ(0\<C(í

+ p)a-Reiz)+E.

(See e.g. E. M. Stein and G. Weiss [8] for a discussion of the complex interpolation

method.)
In order to treat z with Re(z) < —1, we note that (1.1) is just a low order Taylor
expansion of t —>(p(tpa) about í = 1: by using the expression
m—l

fapo) = ]T (m!)-1^ - l)m[dm/dtmj>(tpa)]t=x + (M!)"1^ - l)MdM/dsMql(spo-)
m=0

for some s between t and 1, we may show that, if Re(z) > e —M —1, then

f

Jl/2p

dte-^i-^y-^^po)

<ca,z,a(i

+ p)a+M+\

and deduce the result of the lemma for z with Re(z) > —M - 1 by complex inter-

polation.

D
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It may be of interest to note that, if <padmits an asymptotic expansion like that
of a Bessel function, then one can show that

[iRa,z<prip°)\<cii+p)a-Reiz)+£
for Re(z) > 0, provided that Re(a) is large enough. The Fourier transform of
measures we consider later fall into this category.
Our third lemma gives a formula for the composition of two Riesz operators. Its
form is one justification for the normalisation of Ra<z.

LEMMA 1.2.

When Re(z), Re(a - 2w) > 0, we have
*la —2w,w**'a,z

— -*ta—2w,w-\-zi

U),Z tz; \^i.

PROOF. We may assume that Re(z) and Re(w) are positive, and then obtain
the general result by analytic continuation. For £ in Rn and / in S(Rn),
(Ra-2w,wiRa,zf))

(0

= 4r(w)-1r(z)-1

/ ds f dtsa-2w-1(i-s2)w-Ha-1(i-t2)'-lf(si4).

Jo

Jo

In order to evaluate this expression, we set
u = st,

v = (l-t2)l'2(l-s2t2)-1'2,

g = g(u, v) = 1 + u2v2 - v2.

Then
l-t2=v2(l-u2),
s = ug-1'2,

l-s2

t = gV2,
= (l-u2)(l-v2)g-\

We have a bijection of [0, l]2 onto [0, l]2, and

dt/du = \g-ll2dg/du,

dt/dv = \g-xl2dg/dv,

ds/du = g'1'2 - iug-3/2dg/du,
whence the Jacobian determinant

d(s,t)
\d(u,v)\

ds/dv = -\ug-3'2dg/dv,

can readily be evaluated:

-VS-^1-^-

Substituting, we find that

(Ra-2w,w(Ra,zf)r(0

= 4F(«;)-1r(z)-1

x f du f dvua-2u,-1(l-ti2)UJ+2-1u2i-1(l-i;2r-1/(ue)

Jo

Jo

— (Ra-2w,w + zf) (0,
because ¡¿dvv2*-1^
- v2)w~l = %B(w,z).
U
We conclude this section with our main L2-boundedness

theorem.
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THEOREM 1.4. Let <pbe a compactly supported distribution
a in (—00, —5) we have

\4>(po)\<C(l + py,

ocSn-\

on Rn. If for some

pcR+,

then the maximal operator satisfies the a priori inequality

||0#/||2<G||/||2,

feS(Rn).

PROOF. Choose ß in R, h in S(Rn) and e in R+ so that max(a, -3/4) < ß <

-1/2, h(0) = (R2,ß<pr(0)and 0 < £ < ß - a. Then
\[R2,ß<P
- hf(Ur)\ <Ct,

o G Sn-\

t G [0,1],

and

[[R2,0(p-hf(to)\<C(l

+ t)-£,

ocS"-1,

t G (l,oo),

by the differentiability of \R2,ß^>—h\~, Lemma 2, and the decay of h. Consequently,

Uoo

dtrl\[R2,ß<p-hf(to-)[2\

^ 1/2

<C,

o-GSn~l.

By Lemma 3,

6s(p* f(x) = (R2+2ß-ß(R2,ß6s<P))
* f(x)
= (R2+2ß-ßi6sR2,ß(P)) * fix),
so that

\Sa<b*f(x)\= f dtt1+2ß(l-t2)-ß-1(6stR2,04>)*f(x)
Jo

1/2

<{f

dtt2+W(i-t2y2e-2X
1/2

xij

dt\(6stR2,ß4>)* f(x)\2\

^CßL-1 J3dt\(6tR2tß<p)*f(x)\2\
1/2

< C0 is'1 j* dt[(6t[R2,ß(p- h]) * f(x)\2\

+ C0í[s-1J*dt\(6th)*f(x)\2}

< CßU° dtrl\(6t[R2,ß<p
- h])*/(x)|2J
+ Cß\s-1

1/2

jS dt\h*f(x)[2\

Uoo

^ 1/2
dtr1\(6t[R2tß<P-h})*f(x)[2\

= Cßg(f)(x) + C0h#f(x),

+C0h#f(x)
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say. This final expression is independent of s, so maximises <p#f(x). Because h#f
can be dominated by a multiple of the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function of /,

l|/i#/ll2<C||/||2,

fcL2(Rn).

Thus, to finish the proof, it suffices to estimate ||<7(/)||2By Plancherel's and Fubini's theorems, a change of variables, and (1.2),

U\

1/2

di|ff(/)(i)|2|

r ¡-

/-oo

= {] JtJ

ï 1/2

dtrl\[R2,ß<p-hr(tt)f(t)\'i\

= {fKndt:fo°°dtt-i1[R2,0<p
- hntemo i2}
<C|l/ll2 = G||/||2,

fGS(Rn)

(here ( = \t\?), by (1.2). G
We avoided using the Mellin transform techniques of our previous paper [2] in
this section. The Mellin method expresses <pas an integral:
(p(po) = / d~j c(o,~i)p%1,

Jr

where c(o,-7) = (2tt)_1 /r+ dpp~l~ll<p(po-), and then one has (essentially)

U*fh<

/"dl||c(-,7)IU~||/||2

Jr

(actually one works with <p— h, with h on 5(Rn),
good estimates for the integral, one needs to have

\4>(po-)\<C(l + p)a,

as above).

In order to obtain

aCSn-\

for some a in (—00,-5), ani^ a^so some oscillatory control, which can be verified
in the examples involving surfaces. One also needs a stronger version of Lemma 2,
involving oscillatory behaviour, in order to obtain Lp-estimates: this can be done,
but is more involved. Finally, the Mellin approach requires uniformity in a which
is more complicated than in the g-function approach. In fact, there are (rather
unnatural) examples, which the g-function can handle, for which

L
'R

d7|c(o-,7)|<C,

<reS"-\

but also /Rd'y||c(-,7)||¿oo
= 00, so that the Mellin technique fails where the gfunction works.
Our closing remark on Theorem 1 is quite obvious: it applies to distributions <p
which do not have compact support but which satisfy the conclusions of Lemma 1.

2. Lp-estimates.
1 < p < 2. Hereafter, we consider measures supported by
curved surfaces. Let T: Rn\{0} —>R+ be a positive Lipschitz function, homogeneous of degree 1, and let S be the level set:

S = {xcRn:T(x)

= l}.

Then S is a Lipschitz surface, and VT is an outward normal vector to S. (Conversely, given a Lipschitz surface 5, which intersects each ray from the origin
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in one point, we can define T by the rule T(x) — A o X~lx G S, A G R+',
x G Rn\{0}.) We shall be interested in measures p of the form dp(x) = h(x)dS(x),
where h: Rn\{0} —>R is a Borel function, homogeneous of degree 0, and dS(x) is
the usual element of surface area.
By using Stein's complex interpolation theorem, we prove that if

\ß(po-)[<C(l

+ p)-a,

oGSn-\

pCR+,

for some a in (5, (n - l)/2), then p* is Lp-bounded for pin (1 + l/2a, 00). The
method is an extension of that of Stein [5]: we show that (Rn,zp)*

is bounded

on Lp(Rn) for all p in (l,oo) if Re(z) > 1, and that (RntZ(i)# is L2-bounded for
Re(z) > \ — a, then interpolate. The only difficulty lies in describing Rn,zP- for
Re(z) > 0; this is tackled in Proposition 2.1. The main result, Theorem 2.2, follows.
We use the following notation:

£(() = {ieRn:T(i)<í}U(0},
PROPOSITION2.1. 7/Re(z)>0,

ífí

ÍGR+.

thenRn^p, "¿s" the function

iAÍT)_S[l-T(x)2y^\VT(x)\h(x),

(ítn,zmx)

xGE(l),

- <^Qt

x<£E(l).

PROOF. Observe that, if Re(z) > 1 and g G S(Rn), then
/

dxg(x)[l-T(x)2xz~1

Je\

= -[

Je(i)

dgg(x)f dt([l-t2Y^)'
Jt(x)

= - F dt([l-t2Y-1)'f
Jo

JE(t)

= - f dt([l-t2Y-l)'tn f
Jo

dxg(x)

Je(i)

= [ dtfi-^y-Unt71-1

Jo

f

{

dxg(tx)

Je(i)

dxg(tx)+tn

[

Je(i)

dxx ■V[g(tx)[ \ ,

J

by changing the order of integration and variables, and integrating
other integration by parts shows that

/

Je{i)

dxx ■V[g(tx)] = / dS(x) g(tx)x ■n(x) - n

Js

where n(x) is the outward unit normal to E(l).

(2.1)

/

Je(i)

Je(i)

by parts.

An-

dxg(tx),

Thus

dxg(x)[l-T(x)2y-1
= /

Jo

dítl-í2]"-1^-1

[ dS(x)g(tx)(x-n(x)).

Js

By approximating by smooth functions, we see that this formula is still valid for
continuous and for Borel measurable g.
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Since T is homogeneous of degree 1, Euler's differential equation for homogeneous

functions implies that, if T(x) = 1,

||VT(x)||(x • n(x)) = x ■VT(x) = T(x) = 1.
Consequently, putting g(x) = /(x)|VT(x)|/i(x)

in (2.1), we find that

f.
Je(i)

dxf(x)[l - T^yy-^VTWMx)

= f dtF-^l-t2]*-1 f dx(x)f(tx)h(x)
Jo

Js

= f dttn-l[l-t2\z-1
Jo

[ dp(x)Dtf(x),
Jr*

which proves our claim when Re(z) > 1. For other values of z, the result follows
by analytic continuation.
D

THEOREM 2.2.

//, for some a in (5, (n - l)/2],

\ß(pa)\ < C(l + p)~a,

a G Sn~l, p G R+,

then the maximal operator p* is Lp-bounded if p > 1 + l/2a.

PROOF. From Proposition 2.1, (Rn,zP)* is Lp-bounded for all p in (l,oo], as
long as Re(z) > 1; indeed this operator is dominated by the Hardy-Littlewood
maximal operator. On the other hand, if Re(z) — ß > ^ — a, then Lemma 1.2
implies that, for some e in R+,

[(K^fiHl

< Cz(l + p)'1/2-£,

o G Sn~\ p GR+,

and Theorem 1.4 implies that (Rn,zß)* is ¿2-bounded.
The constant Cz grows
exponentially in z, so that Stein's complex interpolation method can be applied, to
deduce that (Rn,oß)* is Lp-bounded for p in (1 + l/2a,2\.
Since p = Rn,oß, we
are done.

3. Lp-estimates.
2 < p < oo. Let S be a surface of the sort considered in the
preceding section, let p be ordinary surface measure on S, and let h: Rn\{0} —>
R+ U {0} be bounded, Borel and homogeneous of degree 0. We suppose that
/x({x G S: h(x) — 0}) = 0. For z in C, denote by hz the function

Í [h(x)Y,
hz{x) = \0,

h(x) ¿ 0,
h(x)=0.

Then the family of measures pz, where dßz = hzdS, is analytic. More precisely,
there exists c in R+ U {0} such that if Re(z) > —c, then hz\s is integrable relative
to surface measure: the measures (iz are analytic for these values of z. The number

c depends on h.
PROPOSITION 3.1.

Suppose that there are real numbers u, v in (—c, oo) and p, q

in [1,oo] such that p* is V-bounded and pf is Lq-bounded. Then, if0<9<
w = 9u + (1 - 9)v and 1/r = 9/p + (1 - 9)/q, p# is LT-bounded.

1,

PROOF. We use Stein's complex interpolation method once again. If Re(z) = u,

then \pz * f\< \pz\ * l/l = pu * l/l, so nf f < pf\f\. Thereforepf is Lp-bounded
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with norm no greater than that of p*.
bounded with norm at most that of ßf.

//-bounded.

Similarly, if Re(z) = v, then pf is LqInterpolation implies that p* is indeed

D

The main new idea of the first three sections of this paper is incorporated

in the

following theorem.
THEOREM 3.2.

Suppose that for some positive real number a,

|(A*«H/«0I< C(l + p)-1/2-£,

c G Sn~\ pGR+,

where £ > 0. Then p* is Lp-bounded if p> 2 + 2a/c.
PROOF. If z > —c, then ßf is L°°-bounded because ßz is a bounded measure:
on the other hand, by Theorem 1, ßf is L2-bounded. By Proposition 3.1, it follows

that ßf = ß# is Lp-bounded for pin (2 + 2a/c, oo]. D
4. First examples.
In this section, we estimate the Fourier transforms of a particular family of hy persurf aces in R3, with weighting factors. These will illustrate
the difficulties involved in the general problem of controlling Fourier transforms of
measures supported by hypersurfaces.
Revolve the curve |x|2a + \z\2b = 1 about the z-axis in R3. The surface of
revolution obtained is given, in cylindrical coordinates (r, 9, z), by r2a + [z\2b = 1,
and the element of surface area is dS = rd9dl, where dl2 = dr2 + dz2, i.e. dl "is"
the line element on the curve. We suppose that a, b > \ ; the surface is then convex,
differentiable, and smooth except perhaps where r = 0 or z = 0. The Gaussian
curvature n of the surface is approximately (2a — l)(a/b)2r4a~4
near r = 0 and

(26-l)(6/a)|z|26-2nearz

= 0.

Let p be the surface measure carried by S, and let ps,t (for
be the measure with dßSit = rs|z|* dp. With a view to applying
previous sections, we shall study the behaviour of the Fourier
The cylindrical symmetry present means that it suffices to look
order to avoid chasing factors of 2-7T,we consider the integral

complex s and i)
the results of the
transform of pSttat As,t(€, 0,77). In

I(t,v) = ff exp^x + nzjy^dS,
where s and t are complex. It is routine to check that

//

exp(i[£z + nz[)dS

< 00,

as long as Re(s) > -2 and Re(i) > —1. For such values of s and t, I(£,n) is uniformly bounded as £ and n vary. It is possible to continue I(£,n) meromorphically
in s and t, by standard arguments.
For integral a and 6, the surface is analytic: stationary phase arguments then
indicate that, for s = t = 0, I(psinu,pcosuj)
should decay as p~x (p —y00), as
long as sin w cos w ^ 0, and further suggest that "damping" dS by a factor of k1/2
might have the effect of producing decay which is uniform in all directions. This
turns out to be correct, though not for all nonintegral values of a and b. (Further,
the corresponding result in higher dimensions is false.) Since we want estimates
which hold uniformly in uj, we seek only estimates of decay like p~l, since these are
best possible uniformly, even though in special directions faster decay may occur.
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In this section, we consider a, b to be fixed, and £,»7 to be variable. More
generally, unless otherwise specified, Greek parameters (£, n,cr, r,...) are assumed
to be real and to vary over all their range in inequalities.
Thus the inequality
|Jo(£,*?)| < G(l -I-|£|)_1 holds uniformly in £ and n; C may however depend on a

and b.
Take nonnegative £>(R)-functions hx,ho and h-X such that hj(z) = 1 for z in

a small neighborhood of j and hj(z) = 0 if |z - j\ > 1 (j = 0, ±1), and such
that h\(z) + Kq(z) + h2_x(z) = 1 for all z in a neighbourhood of [-1,1]. Then
I - Ix + I0 + I-X, where

itv) = ¡j

' is

em(i[& + Vz})raW*tij(z)dS.

We shall show how to estimate Ix and Iq:I-X is essentially the same as Ix. This
will have the effect of separating out the contributions of the different singularities.

PROPOSITION4.1.

Suppose that Re(s) >2a-2.
|/i(/9sinw,/9Cosw)|

Then

< Gs,t(l + p)-1.

The constant Cs¿ grows at most polynomially in \s\ and \t\ ifRe(s)
restricted to compact subintervals of [2a —2,00) and (-00,00).
PROOF. The interval Ix is obviously bounded.
of effective integration. We show first that

(4.1)

and Re(t) are

We note that z > 0 in the region

\vh(Z,v)\<C

and then that

(4.2)

li/i(e,ry)|<G.

Clearly, we have, for appropriately

defined g,

dl/dz = (l + (dr/dz)2)l'2 = -(drldz)(l
= (b/ay-2az2b-1(l

+ (drldz)-2)1l2

+ g(z)).

Therefore if s = 2a —2 + io (with a in R, by convention)
/•l

nlx(i,n)

= n

/-27T

/

Jo Jo

exoáreos9

= (2nlm/a) j /

+ nz])rs+1zth2x(z)(dl/dz)

d9dz

e^zJ0(try°z2b-x+th\(z)dz

f eir>zJç>(t:r)riaz2b-i+th2(z)g(z) dz

JO
Jo

We regard the first integral as the Fourier transform of the (pointwise) product of
the functions
z^

l(o,i)(z)J0(çr)rw,

z ^ z2b-1+thx(z)

and

z-y hx(z),

and the second integral as the Fourier transform of the product of the functions
z^

l(o,i)(z)Jo(drV°,

z -

z2»-1+thx(z)

and

z -

hx(z)g(z).
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Here I.4 is the indicator or characteristic function of the set A. Since the Fourier
transform of the product is the convolution of the Fourier transforms, it suffices, in
order to prove (4.1), to show that, for some positive £,
/

(4.4)

Jo
[

(4.5)

elJ)Zhx(z)dz

e^zhx(z)g(z)d:

Jo

Í

(4.6)

elT)Zhx(z)z 2b-l + t

Jo

eir>zJ0(t:r)ria

(4.7)

<C(l

+ \n\)-2,

<C(1 + \V\)-X^,

dz <G(l + |i|)2(l + M)-2,

<c(i + M)(i+ M

dz

/'Jo

uniformly for t in C with bounded real part. The estimates (4.4) and (4.6) are
standard. In (4.5), the integral is C°° except at z = 1. Now for z close to 1,
9(z) = (l + (a/6)r2°-1z1-2b)1/2-l
00

= J>(r2°-V-26)*
fc=i
00

=x;

ofc(i - z26)fe-fc/2a(i - [1 - ¿2"])-*+fc/2b

k=i
00

00

= £X>Mi-*2b)fe(1-1/2o)+ik=lj=0

The standard

techniques

of asymptotic

analysis now show that

-1

I

eir>zhx(z)g(z)dz

<C(l

+ |rç|)-2+1/2°.

Jo
Inequality

(4.7) is rather more delicate: clearly the integral is bounded.

Integration

by parts shows that

in

f

f eir>z
J0(£r)r'CT dz=U
Jo
Jo

eir>zJ^rya(dr/dz)

dz

+ lim ùt j eir>zJ0(Çry,T+d-l(dr/dz)dz.
/'Jo

We control the first integral by Lemma A.l (in the Appendix) and the second by

Lemma A.2, thereby proving (4.7).
If Re(s) = 20-2 + 7, with 1 m R-+, we argue slightly differently. We write
rih(Z,ri)

= (2nbr,/a)

[

e^J0(£r)r^CTz26-1+t/72(z)[l

+ g(z)}dz,

Jo
and regard the integral as the Fourier transform

z^l(0,1)(z)7o(£r)r-,

of the product of the functions
v26-l+t

hx(z),
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and

*^l(0,i)(*)r^i(z)[l

+ fl(z)].

We use inequalities (4.6), (4.7), and the new inequality

1/

eir>zr^hx(z)[l + g(z)\dz <G-,(1+ M) ■l-£
\Jo
for some positive £, which is proved in the same way as (4.5), to establish the result
in this case.
At this point, we have proved (4.1) with a constant G which behaves reasonably

(4.8)

if Re(s) = 2o —2, or if Re(s) > 2o —2, but in the latter case the constant involves
the constant G-, in inequality (4.8), which blows up as Re(s) —►
2a-2. We therefore
need to use the Phragmen-Lindelöf principle to conclude that the constant in (4.1)
has the growth properties enunciated.
We shall now prove (4.2), by simpler reasoning. From (4.3),

dl/dz = -(dr/dz)[l + g(z)},
so

(4.9)

/■i
Ix(t,V) = -2vr / e^Jo(ír)rs+1zto2(z)(dr/dz)[l
Jo

+ g(z)\ dz.

The integral is the Fourier transform of the product of the functions
z -» 1(0,1)(z)J0(£r)riCT(dr/dz),

z -* zlhx(z),

and
z^l{0,x)(zy+1-"[l
+ g(z)}hx(z).
As before, it suffices to show, for some positive e, that

1/
\f

e¿ríZrs+1-¿a[l

+ o(z)]/ii(z)dz

\Jo

¡Jo

(4.10)

<G(l + |i|)2(l + M)-

e^z'h^dz

I r1 ■

(iry^dr/dzdz

\Jo

<C(l + \n\) -l-E

<C(l + \i\)-\

The first two inequalities are easy, and (4.10) follows from Lemma A.l.
We now study the integral Ix with a more singular weight function.

D

PROPOSITION4.2. For fixed £ and n, the function
s -►(s + 2) if

exp(i[c> + 7?z])rs|z|*/i2(s) dS

continues analytically into a neighbourhood ofRe(s)

> -2.

IfRe(s)

> —2, then

\(s+ 2)h(i,n)\<ct,t.
The constant Cs,t grows at most polynomially in \s\ and [t[ ifRe(s)
restricted to compact subintervals of [—2,oo) and (—00,00).

and Re(t) are

PROOF. With k in D(R) chosen so that k(r) = h\(z),
(s + 2)Ix(t:,n)
ç2t

= (s + 2)

Jo

çl

/

Jo

exxo(i[trcos9 + nz\y+1ztk(r)(l

+ (dz/dr)2)1l2drd9.
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It will suffice to show that
s^(s

+ 2) [

exo(i[ir

Jo

+ r,z[y+xztk(r)(l

+ (dz/dr)2y/2dr

continues analytically in s and is bounded (uniformly in £ and n) when Re(s) > -2.
By arguing as in the proof of Proposition 4.1, we can reduce matters to showing

that
s -> (s + 2) f

exp(i[£r + nz[)rs+1 dr

Jo

has these properties.

Now

(4.11) (s + 2) f exp(i[t:r + riz}y+1dr
Jo
= (s + 2) í

Jo

e¿íW+1dr

+ (s + 2) /

e^V"^*"1)

Jo

- l]rs+1dr;

the first integral is known to continue analytically into Re(s) > —3, while the second
continues analytically into Re(s) > -2 - 2a, because the integrand is 0(nra+1+2a),
so the analytic continuation is established. When Re(s) > —1,

I

(s + 2)/

f1

Jo

exp(i[^r

+ r)z[)rs+1dr

< \s + 2\

if we can establish that
la

(4.12)

/

Jo

exp(t[£r + nz]yT

x dr <C(l

+ \ff\),

then the Phragmen-Lindelöf principle will imply the required boundedness.
To prove (4.12), we let 7 be min{l, M-1/2a}, and write, as in (4.11),
iff [

Jo

exo(i[£,r + riz\ya-ldr

= iff (

e^Vr"7"1

Jo

+ iff [

dr

e^relr)[elr]{z-x)

- l]ri<T_1dr

Jo
+ iff f

eliTeir,zria-ldr.

J~i
The first integral is known to be bounded uniformly in £ and n and the second is
easily checked to be bounded too. To estimate the third, we write
-1

i

elireir>zria~1dr

í

rao

Í

elireiriz(l-iff)xm-2dxdr

J~i

(i-i*?)JHx™-2
f
-y
J ~i

iin(l,x)

e^rsinzdrdx

1

min(l,x)

<(l + lff\)

/

x-2

/

eiirexnz

dr

dx.

From Lemma A.3, we know the inner integral is 0(1 + \n\) ll2a, and inequality

(4.12) follows. D
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COROLLARY
4.3. If-1 < 7 < 0, and Re(s) > -2(o7+l),
|7i(/3sinu;,/>coscj)|
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s^ -2, then

< Gs,t(l + p)1-

PROOF. This corollary follows by interpolating
tions 4.1 and 4.2, and using the analytic function

between the results of Proposi-

s —y(s + 2)Ix(psinuj,pcosLü).

D

We now turn our hands to the study of the integral Io, which is treated by similar
techniques. The results are less simple to state, but no more difficult to prove. We
need the following notation: c and A are chosen so that
supp(/io) C [~c,c[ Ç (—1,1),

PROPOSITION4.4.

A = 3max{|r'(z)|:z

(i) Suppose that Re(t) >b-l.

G [-c,c]}.

Then

\W,ti)\<Cm¡t{l-+\Cd'1(ii) Suppose that Re(t) > 0. Then [I0(t,v)\ < G3,t(l + M)"1 z/|£| < A\n\.
The constants Cs¿ grow at most polynomially in \s\ and \t\ ifRe(s) and Re(t) are
restricted to compact subintervals of (—00,00) and [b — l,oo) in (i) and (—00,00)

and [0,co) in (ii).
PROOF OF (i). We write

hit,*) = 2ttI

elT'zJoi^ry+1\z[th20iz)idl/dz)dz,

and consider the integral to be the Fourier transform of the product of the functions
z ^ l(_x,x)(z)J0(t:ryt2\z[b-l+"

and

z ^ i{_hX)(zy^2\zY(di/dz)hl(z),
where 7 = t +1 —ir —b. Using the same techniques as in the proofs of Propositions
4.1 and 4.2, we can show that, for some £ in R+,

1/
+1

eirizrs+1/2\z[~i(dl/dz)hl(z)dz

<Gs,t(l

+ |î?|)-1-£,

1

and Lemma A.4 implies that
r-l-i
etT"J0(Cr)r^2\z\b-1+iT

dz

< CT(1 + [ni)'1;

/ -1

the first part of the proposition

follows.

PROOF OF (ii). In this case, we write
/•2tt

Io(t,v)=

/.+ 1

/

exp(¿[c>cos0 + r7z])rs+1|z|th2)(z)(d//dz)dzd0.

The inner integral is the Fourier transform of the products of the functions
z —y l(_C)C)(z)exp(i'£rcos0)|z|IT

and
z-*r,+1\z\*-iT(dl/dz)l^(2).
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Lemma A.5 implies that
exp(z'[Írcos9 + nz[)\z\ÍT dz <CT(l

/

+ [V\)-\

and it is easy to check that
i-f-i

Í

ci"V+1|z|t-T(<ü/dÄ)ftg(a;

-l-£

<C.,t(l + \v\

for some positive e; the second part of the proposition follows. D
We continue our examination of Fourier transforms with the following proposition.

PROPOSITION4.5. For fixed £ andn, the function

t-+(t + l) llexx->(i[irx+ nz}y[z[thl(z)dS
continues analytically into a neighbourhood ofRe(t)

l(í + l)/o(e^)l<C8,t(l

> —1. IfRe(t)

+ |í|)-1/2;

the constant Cs<t grows at most polynomially in \s\ and \t\ ifRe(s)
restricted to compact subintervals of (-00,00) and [—l,co).
PROOF. To establish the analytic continuation,

tion of

> —1, then

and Re(t) are

it suffices to find the continua-

r+c

(t + 1)

exp(-¿[£rcos0

= (t + l) í

+ 7?z])|z|'dz

Cei"Vico,0|z|td3
r+c

+ (t + l)

eir'2eiícose[etícose('"-1)-l]|z|tdí,

and both these expressions continue analytically.
Proposition 4.2.) In order to obtain the estimate

(Compare
enunciated,

with the proof of
it suffices to show

that
(4.13)

tT /C e^zJ0(iry'2[z[tT-1

dz < GT(1 + |í|)"1/2.

We write 7 = min{c, \Í\~í/2b}. Then
IT

Í

eI"2J0(£r)r1/2|z|iT-1dz

it f1 eirizJo(í)rl/2[z\ÍT-ldz
J -1

+ ir i

e^z[J0(^r) - MOV^M*"1

dz

J—1

+ ir(f

"*+ T)

elT>z
Jo(Zryi2[z\lT~l

dz.
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The first of these terms is known to satisfy

IT f

J—I

e^Mty^zr-1

dz < Cr\Jo(t)\ < CT(1+ |£|)-1/2.

The second is easily estimated:

since, for some s in [r, 1]

\Mtr) - JoiO\ * \m»K(r - 1)| < G|er1/2|£| I*!26,
it i

e^z[J0(ir)

- Jo(0]r1/2k|iT_1

J—i

dz

<CT f1 \Z\1'2\z\2b-ldz<Cr(Í+\C\r1/2-

J—I
Therefore, in order to prove (4.13), it will, by symmetry, be enough to show that,

for any 7 in [0,1],
IT

(4.14)

<GT(i + iei)-1/2.

f eir)ZJ0(try/2zlT-ldz
j-t

Now, for £ big

Jo(tlr) = C+|er|-1/2e^r + C-|£rr1/V<tr

+ Od^l"1),

and

vr f eí"íO(|^r1)r1/2zÍT-1dz

J-,

< C\t\ i" |{r|-W1

dz < Glç-rVlU + Ilog(7)l)< C|r|(l + IcTI)"1/2.

J'l
By symmetry, it suffices to establish
stablish the estimate
estin

f ji'e^z*-1.

(4.15)

<CT

Ji

to prove (4.14) and thereby the proposition.

f

r-l

e*r,zj£rziT-ldz

/I

Now

roo

//»OO eir)Zéir(l-n)xlT-2dxdz
00

/»min{x,l}

(l-ir)f f

min{i,l}

<(1 + \t[)

x'2

exr>ze^r dz

/

dx

roo

<G(l

+ |r|)/

x-2|Cr1/26dx

= GT

J -1

by Lemma A.3, with the roles of r and z reversed.

D

COROLLARY
4.6. (i) If-1 < 7 < \ andRe(t) > -6(27+-1) - 1, t¿ -l, then

Mt,Ti)\<c.,,(i + \t\Y'.
(ii)//-l<7<0

and Re(t) > -(7 + 1), t ¿-I,

then[I0(t,r,)[<Cs,t(l

+ \r,\y

if\í\<A\n[.
PROOF. This corollary follows by interpolation between the results of Propositions 4.4 and 4.5 using the analytic function t —>(t + l)I0(£,n).
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COROLLARY4.7.

The maximal operator ß* is Lp-bounded when

(i) 1< p < 2, p > 1 + a/2, p>(2b+

l)/(b + 1), or

(ii) 2 < p < oo, p > 2a.

PROOF. We have that [ß(po)\ < C(l + p)~*,o G S2, p G R+, if 7 > -1/a and
7 > -1/26 - \ (by Corollaries 4.3 and 4.6); (i) follows from Theorem 2. To prove
(ii), we apply Theorem 3 to the measures /xs,o in similar fashion. D
Easy examples show that these results are essentially best possible. It may be
worth pointing out that the formulation of part (ii) of Theorem III.3 of [1] is wrong;
Corollary 4.7 presents the correct result.

5. Further
results.
Similar examples in higher dimensions can be treated
by this method: a new effect can then be observed. Before we describe this, we
observe that, in the above example, when the index b lies in (\, 1), then the Fourier

transform (Kll2ß)~(0, 0,n) is given by

(Kl/2ßf(0,0,

n) = it

el,lzK1/2dS=

Í

elr>zKll22irr(dlldz) dz

elT>z[z\b-1h(z)dz,

/:•
where h is reasonably well behaved near 0. The "singularity at z = 0" therefore
"propagates in the z direction", in as much as it causes a decay of the order of
[n[~b in the Fourier transform, and this decay is less rapid than the |f?|-1 decay
one might hope for. This phenomenon depends on the unboundedness of k, so one
might imagine that for nicer surfaces (e.g. analytic surfaces) it might not occur.
However, such fancies are idle. We consider the analytic surface S in R6 given by
u2 + v2 + w2 + x2 + y2 + z4 = 1.

The singularity in the curvature
k ~ 3z2. In this case,

is at z = 0, where we have (approximately)
r+l

(/c1/2mH0, 0,0,0,0, r¡) ~ /

etr"y/3\z\h(z) dz,

where h is reasonably well behaved, and so (rc1/2//)^ decays as |?y|_2 because of the
singularity of |z| at 0. This is not as rapid as one would like; indeed, in other directions, the decay is of the order of p~5^2, which is what one would hope for. Even
for analytic surfaces, then, there can be "nonnormal propagation of singularities"

in the Fourier transform

(k9/í)~, except when 9 is a natural number.

The simple-

minded conjecture that (/c1/2^)^ decays as p-^-1^2,
n being the dimension of the
ambient space, fails.
We conjecture that, for reasonably smooth hypersurfaces, (np) decays as
p-("-i)/2)
n being the dimension of the ambient space. At present, the best we can
do in general is to show that (kP ß) has this decay, where 9 is the integer part of
(n + 3)/2, though for n = 2 the methods of the Appendix are sufficiently powerful
to show that (nl^2ßf" decays as p~x¡2 if p is the arc measure on a compact analytic
curve. We also conjecture that if n > 3 and if fi decays as p~a, where a < 1, then
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(neß)^ decays as p ' when 9 = (1 - a)/(n — 1 - 2a) (the result one would obtain
by interpolation if (/c1/2//)^ decayed as p~("-1)/2; however, we have only been able
to verify this for a few examples, including the example of measures supported on
the graph of a homogeneous function whose curvature vanishes at the origin only).
Since none of our results is definite, and the proofs are long, we have not included
them here, but hope to publish more on these questions soon.
Appendix—van
der Corput
type lemmata.
In this Appendix, we have
collected various results on the decay of oscillatory integrals, which use van der
Corput's techniques (see, e.g., [7] for an account of these).
We assume that a, b are fixed real numbers, with a > ^ and b > 5; we suppose
0 < r < 1, 0 < z < 1 and r2a + z2b = 1, so that r is implicitly a function of
z and vice versa. The parameters a,ß,£,n,cr
are arbitrary real numbers, unless
further restrictions are specifically indicated. All inequalities hold uniformly as all
the (Greek) parameters vary over their ranges.

LEMMAA.l.

If a, ß G [0,1], then
rß

£f

elT>zK(t:rya dr <c(i

Ja

+ \ff\yi2,

where K denotes either the Bessel function Jq or its derivative J¿ •

PROOF. We may assume a = 0 and £ > 0, and that f/3 > 1 for
i

rß

<iß.

eir,zK(iry°dr

Jo
Now

K(x) = C+\x\ -l/2ew + C_

-l/2e-ix

0(|x|-3/2),

so

r0 e^zK(irydr
■

£ /

Jo

/•i/i

rß

= t

e%r>zK(t,ryadr

+ t: \

Jo

Ji/i

+ CÍl/2

/

rß

el !0(\tr\-z'2y°

dr

einzexirria-xl2dr

Ji/t
rß

+ G'e1/2/

h/t

e%nze-iirrio-ll2dr.

The first two integrals are obviously bounded, and changing n and a to —n and —a
changes the last integral to the complex conjugate of the third. It will therefore

suffice to show that (for all ß in [0,1])
1/2^

einzeiirria-ll2dr

Jo

< C(l + \ff\ ,1/2
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Put w = (£r)1/2j n = (£/?)i/2; rp(w) = nz(w2/i)
2(jlog w. Then 7 G [0, £^2] and we need to show that

1/r

(A.l)

\Jo

exp(i(p(w)) dw

and (p(w) = \p(w) + w2 +

<G(1 + H ,1/2

which we do using van der Corput's method.
Notice that (w3(p'"(w))' = (w3tp'"(w))', which is of constant sign for w in [0,7].
(This can be seen by writing z(w2/£) as a power series in w with all nonconstant
terms with negative coefficients, and manipulating this series.) Consequently, w —*
w3<p'"(w) and hence <p'" vanish at most once in (0,7), cp" vanishes at most twice,
and (0,7) can be divided into at most three intervals where <p'is monotone.

Take c = 2(2o-l)/(12o-l),

and let J be the set of w such that w > (|s|/c)1/2 + l

and |</>'(tf)| < cw. For w in J, tp'(w) +2w + 2ff/w < cw so

\p'(w) < —2w + cw —2ff/w < —2w + cw + 2cw.

Since
vj'(w) = -(2an/b)r2aw4a-1(l

- w4a/?*)W>-\

wtP"(w) = [(4a - 1) + 2a(2 - l/6)w;4ar2a(l

- w4a/£2a)_1]i/''H

so for w in J,

ip"(w) < (Aa - lW(w)/w < (Aa - l)(3c - 2),
and
<p"(w) = ip"(w) + 2- 2ff/w2

< (Aa - l)(3c - 2) + 2 + 2c = -2(2o - 1).
To prove (A.l), integrate over the region where w < ([ff\/c)1/2 + 1, which contributes at most (loi/c)1/2 +1 to the total, and break up the rest into integrals over
the intervals in which <p' is monotonie. These intervals in turn break up into at
most two intervals in which cp' is monotonie and |<^'(u>)| > cw (hence also \(p'\ > c)
and at most one interval where |<A'(w)| < cw and so \<p"\ > 2(2a - 1). By van der
Corput's lemma, (4.1) holds and the lemma is proved. □

LEMMAA. 2. If a, ß G [0,1], and ff ^0, then
rß

lim / eir>zrs+ZCT-1J0(c:r)dr
¿->o+ Ja

<C(H + H

PROOF. We may assume a = 0 and £ > 0.

Now JoUr) = 1 + 0(ç>), so if iß < 1, then
lim /
5-0+/o

eir,zrs+ia-lJ0(ír)dr=

lim /
«^0+io

eir"rs+ÙT-x+0(1)
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while if (ß > 1, then, using also the fact that Jo(£r) = 0(|£r|_1/2),
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we have that

rß

lim

/

eir>zrs+ttT-1J0(t:r)dr

«-0+ Jo
=

/•V£
,
ezr>zrs+ia-1dr+
í-o+ Jo
lim

/•' '
ein»r6+i°-io(tr)dr
i-o+ J0

/

lim

/

rß

+ lim

/

e<"V+Mr-10(|£r|-1/2)dr

S-O+Jyç

= lim /

e^zrs+ta-1

í-o+y0

dr + 0(1).

Therefore we need only show that, if 7 € [0,1], then

lim f e^V4-"-1 dr < C(\a\ + M"1).
\s^o+Jo
We set v = r2a; then it suffices to show that

exp(in(l - v)1/2b)v 2iao-+6-l

.lim j

(A.2)

dv <C([ff\

+ [ff[-1).

Suppose that £ = min{7,26/|»y|}. Since
I exp(t'f/(l - v)1/2b) - exp(iri)\ = | exp(ir?[(l - v)l/2b - 1]) - 1|

<\n\\(i^)i/:2b-i\<\v\v,
we have

lim

(A.3)

6—0+

¡

Jo

exp(ir?(l - vyi^viiaa+6-i

lim

dv

\/r exp(¿ri)t;

,,2ia<r+6-l

Mv6 dv

lim /

*—0+ |y0

5-0+/o

l/2a[ff[ + £[n[ <C(l

+ \ff\-1).

Moreover,

lim Í exp(in(l - v)l/2b)v,2iaa+6-l

= f exp(in(l-vYl2b)(l-2iaff)f
Je

,2iaa-2

dxdv

Jv

/oo

x2iaa~2 j

/*min(x,-y;

exp(if]{l

- v)1/2b) dv dx.

Finally, we have the trivial estimate
r*min(x,'y)

/
Je

exp(in(l

- v)L/2b) dv < min(x,7) - £

and the van der Corput type estimate
fmin(i,->)

/min(i,-y)

exp(in(l-v)1/2b)dv

< 2b/\r,\
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(this is because |d(l - v)^2b/dv\ = |(-1/26)(1 - v)l'2b-l\ > 1/26 for v in (0,1)),
so that
(AA)

,2iao+i>-l
lim \ T exp(in(l - v)1/2b)v2

dv

x-2 min{min(x, 7) - £, 2b/[n\}dx < C(l + \ct\).
By combining (A.3) and (A.4) we have proved (A.2) and hence the lemma.

LEMMA A.3.

Fora,ß

in [0,1], | fa e^e^dr]

D

< C\r¡\-1/2a.

PROOF. Without loss of generality, we may assume a = 0; our integral is then
/0 exp(i<p(r)) dr, where (p(r) = £r + nz(r). Now, by writing z as a power series in
r , we see that

]<P"(r)\ = \n[]z"(r)\>(2a-l)(a/b)]n\r2a-2.

Take 0 = min(/3, |??|-1/2a). Then
rß

/

Jo

rt

exp(i<p(r)) dr <

rß

/

exp(i<p(r)) dr +

Jo

/

Js

exp(i<p(r)) dr

The first integral is no bigger than 6 in absolute value, and the second is either
0 (if 6 = ß) or can be estimated by van der Corput's lemma, using |<£"(r)| >
GM¿2a-2.
D

LEMMAA.4. If a, ße [0,1], then
rp
rß
£

e^zJo(iryi2zb-1+iT

dz

<C(l

+ |r|).

Ja

PROOF. We may assume that a —0 and £ > 0. Since
Jo(x) = C+\x\-^2eix

+ G_|x|-1/2e"tI

+ Odx^1),

we have
rß
£ /

elrizJo(£ry/2zb-1+lTdz

Jo
rß
= G+£1/2

/

elT,zeiirzb-1+lTdz

Jo
rß
+ C_£1/2/

e-ir>ze-lirzb-l+iTdz

Jo
rß

+ Í

ei,lzO([£r[-iy/2zb-1+lTdz.

Jo
The last integral is clearly bounded,
estimate
£i/2

uniformly in the parameters.

rß
/ e-ir"e-i*rzb-1+tTdz.

Jo

It suffices to
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We set v = zb, ip(v) = (1 -v2)l/2a
and <p(v) = nv1/b + £tp(v) +brlog(v).
must prove that, for arbitrary ß in [0,1],
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Then we

rß

£1/2 /

(A.5)

Jo

exp(i<p(v)) dv <C(l

+ |r|).

Now it follows from the definitions of <pand ip that

v(P"(v)- (1/6 - 1)4/(v) = t[wl>"(v)- (1/6 - l)ip'(v)] - t/v.
By writing ^(«) as a power series in v2 with all terms after the constant term with
negative coefficients, we see that, if v G (0,1), then

v(p"(v) - (1/6 - iy'(v)

< (1 - l/a)(2 - l/b)v,

so

(A.6)

]v<P"(v)- (1/6 - 1)<A»| < (£/a)(2 - l/b)v - \t\/v.

Let 7 = [2a6(l + |r|)/(26 - l)^1/2. If 7 > ß, then
rß
rP

£1/2 /

Jo

exp(i<p(v)) dv < e1/2/3 < C(l + k|)1/2;

if 7 < ß, then we divide the integral in (A.5) in two:

rß
£1/2 /

Jo

exp(i<P(v))dv

< U1/2 rexp(i(p(v))dv\ + ¡Z1/2f exp(i<p(v))dv
Jo

J-1

rß

<G(l

1/2

+ |r|)1/2 +

/

J~i

exp(icp(v)) dv

From(A.0),iivG[^,ß],

\vcP"(v)- (1/6 - 1)4/(v)\ > (e/2o)(2 - l/b)v.
If 6 = 1, then we conclude that |</>"(u)|> G, so that
rß

£l/2 I exp(i<P(v))dv <C
by van der Corput's lemma. If 6 ^ 1, we must argue more deviously: clearly

N>»|>(£/4a)(2-l/6K

or |(l/6 - l)<P'(v)\> (^/4a)(2 - l/b)v;

alternatively,

]4>"(v)]>(i/Aa)(2-l/b), or |/(ti)| > ($/4a)(2- l/6)|l/6- 1[~H
Rpríiiisp

(v1-1/b(v24>"(v))')'

= t(vl-llb(v2*P"(v))')',

and this latter expression is of constant sign, v1~1/b(v24>"(v))' and so also (v24>"(v))'
have at most one zero in (0,1), and then v24>"(v) and so also 4>"iv) have at most
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two zeros in (0,1). Thus there are at most three subintervals of [7,/?] in which 4>'
is monotone; each of these subintervals breaks up into at most two subintervals in
which 4>'is monotone and

|^(t»)|>(€/4a)(2- l/6)|l/6 -1|"S
>Cç1/2(l

+ |r|)1/2,

and a third subinterval in which

|¿»|>(t74a)(2-l/6)
Application

= Cí.

of van der Corput's lemma now shows that
rß

i1'2 I exp(i4>(v))dv <C£

1/2

J~i

and (A.5) is proved, and thereby the lemma.

LEMMA A.5.
Then

D

Suppose that a G (0,1) and that A = 3max{|r'(z)|:z
[n

f<*exp(i[£r

I Jo

G [0,a]}.

+ nz])zlT dz <G(l+|r|)

for £ and n such that \n\ > A\£\.
PROOF. The integral is f0a exp(i4>(z))dz, where 4>(z) = £r + nz + rlog(z).

Take

7 = 3|r/r/|. If 7 > a, then
ça

[n j

I Jo

exp(i4>(z))dz < \n\a < 3|t|,

while if 7 < a, then

I fa
\r¡ I

I Jo

I

exp(i4>(z)) dz] < 3|r| + T] I

J~i

I

exp(i4>(z)) dz

It therefore suffices to show that
ra

m / exp(i4>(z)) dz <C.
J -i

(A.7)

Now 4>'(z) = £r'(z) + n + t/z, so for z in [7,a],

\4>'(z)\>\V\-\£]A/3-\n]/3>\V\ß.
Since (z24>"(z))' is of constant sign in [7,0], z24>"(z) and so also 4>"(x) is zero for
at most one value of z in [7, a] and [7, a] splits into at most two intervals in which
4>' is monotone. Breaking the integral in (A.7) up into the integrals over these
subintervals and applying van der Corput's lemma then proves (A.7). D
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